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Abstract. Recent reliability issues with one of the fastest supercomputers in the world, Titan at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
demonstrated the need for resilience in large-scale heterogeneous computing. OpenMP currently does not address error and failure behavior.
This paper takes a first step toward resilience for heterogeneous systems by providing the concepts for resilient OpenMP offload to devices.
Using real-world error and failure observations, the paper describes the
concepts and terminology for resilient OpenMP target offload, including
error and failure classes and resilience strategies. It details the experienced general-purpose computing graphics processing unit (GPGPU) errors and failures in Titan. It further proposes improvements in OpenMP,
including a preliminary prototype design, to support resilient offload to
devices for efficient handling of errors and failures in heterogeneous highperformance computing (HPC) systems.
Keywords: Supercomputing · Resilience · OpenMP.
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Introduction

Resilience, i.e., obtaining a correct solution in a timely and efficient manner, is
a key challenge in extreme-scale HPC. Heterogeneity, i.e., using multiple, and
potentially configurable, types of processors, accelerators and memory/storage
in a single platform, adds significant complexity to the HPC hardware/software
ecosystem. The diverse set of compute and memory components in today’s and
future HPC systems require novel resilience solutions.
?
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There is only preliminary work in resilience for heterogeneous HPC systems,
such as checkpoint/restart for GPGPUs using OpenCL with VOCL-FT [16].
There is also fine-grain transaction-based application-level checkpoint/restart
with the Fault Tolerance Interface (FTI) [2]. Rolex [12] is an initial set of C/C++
language extensions for fine-grain resilience, which specify how data variables
and code block execution may be repaired during program execution.
In contrast, the Titan supercomputer at ORNL experienced severe GPGPU
reliability issues over its life time (2012–2019). In late 2016, 12 out of Titan’s
18,688 GPGPUs failed per day [21]. Approximately 11,000 GPGPUs were replaced in the 2017–2019 time frame due to failures or high failure probability.
The only mitigation available was application-level checkpoint/restart, which
was never designed to efficiently handle such high failure rates. Titan’s successor, the Summit supercomputer at ORNL [20], has 27,648 GPGPUs. While
it is the expectation that Titan’s severe reliability issues were a rather unique
experience, hope is not a strategy. There is an urgent need for fine-grain and lowoverhead resilience capabilities at the parallel programming model that permit
specifying what types of errors and failures should be handled and how.
Efficient software-based solutions to fill gaps in detection, masking, recovery,
and avoidance of errors and failures require coordination. Based on the underlying execution model and intrinsic resilience features of the hardware, the various
components in a heterogeneous system can be organized into protection domains.
Employed resilience solutions can handle errors and failures in specific components and granularities where it is most appropriate to do so and in coordination
with the rest of the system, which prevents errors from propagating and failures
from cascading beyond these protection domains.
This paper describes concepts for resilience in OpenMP based on real-world
observations from the largest heterogeneous HPC system in the world. It focuses
on offload to devices as a first step toward resilience in OpenMP. The paper
describes the used concepts and terminology, including general fault, error and
failure classes. It derives error and failure scopes and classes for OpenMP target
offload and maps them to the experienced GPGPU errors and failures in Titan.
Using these concepts, this paper proposes improvements to enable resilience for
OpenMP offload to devices and details a preliminary prototype design based on
the concept of quality of service (QoS).

2

System Model

This section describes the involved concepts and terminology for OpenMP target
offload. It continues with a short overview of general fault, error and failure
classes and common terms that will be used in this context. It further defines
the error and failure scopes and classes for OpenMP target offload.
2.1

OpenMP Target Offload

An OpenMP thread offloads the code and data of a target region in the form
of a target task from the host device (parent device) to a target device using a
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target construct. The target device can be specified by a device number, otherwise
the default device number is used. The target task may be undeferred, i.e., the
OpenMP thread waits for the completion of the target task, or deferred, i.e., the
OpenMP thread does not wait for the completion of the target task. Target task
input and output data is mapped to and from the host device to the target device.
Space for target task runtime data may be allocated on the target device.
The work presented in this paper primarily focuses on an OpenMP thread
running on a conventional processor core and offloading a target region as a target
task to a GPGPU. It does not focus on an OpenMP thread executing an OpenMP
task on the host device, as the shared memory aspects are significantly more
complex and require different error and failure models. This work is, however,
applicable to a great extend to offloading a target region as a target task to other
types of target devices that OpenMP may support.
The system model assumes that target task input data is transferred or made
accessible to the target device before the target task starts, target task runtime
data is allocated before it starts, and target task output data is transferred to
or made accessible to the host device after it ends. Only the target task modifies
its input, output, and runtime data during its execution, i.e., the data is not
shared with the host device. The target task is typically a parallel execution on
the GPGPU and the data may be shared between threads on the GPGPU, i.e.,
target task data may be shared within the target device during its execution.
2.2

Faults, Errors and Failures

Error and failure behavior in OpenMP is currently undefined. Consequently, implementations are left to handle them (or not) in a non-uniform way. In general,
a fault is an underlying flaw/defect in a system that has potential to cause problems. A fault can be dormant and can have no effect. When activated during
system operation, a fault leads to an error and an illegal system state. A failure
occurs if an error reaches the service interface of a system, resulting in behavior
that is inconsistent with the system’s specification. Prior work [11,19] identified
the following general fault, error and failure classes and common terms:
– {benign,dormant,active} {permanent,transient,intermittent} {hard,soft} fault
• Benign: An inactive fault that does not activate.
• Dormant: An inactive fault that potentially becomes active at some point.
• Active: A fault that causes an error at the moment it becomes active.
• Permanent: The presence of the fault is continuous in time.
• Transient: The presence of the fault is temporary.
• Intermittent: The presence of the fault is temporary and recurring.
• Hard: A fault that is systematically reproducible.
• Soft: A fault that is not systematically reproducible.
• The following common terms map to these fault classes:
∗ Latent fault: Any type of dormant fault.
∗ Solid fault: Any type of hard fault.
∗ Elusive fault: Any type of soft fault.
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– {undetected,detected} {unmasked,masked} {hard,soft} error
• Undetected: An error whose presence is not indicated.
• Detected: An error whose presence is indicated by a message or a signal.
• Masked: An error whose impact is compensated so that the system specification is satisfied despite the incorrect state; its propagation is limited.
• Unmasked: An error that has not been compensated and has the potential
to propagate.
• Hard: An error caused by a permanent fault.
• Soft: An error caused by a transient or intermittent fault.
• The following common terms map to these error classes:
∗ Latent error or silent error: Any type of undetected error.
∗ Silent data corruption (SDC): An undetected unmasked hard or soft error.
– {undetected,detected} {permanent,transient,intermittent} {complete,partial,
Byzantine} failure
• Undetected: A failure whose occurrence is not indicated.
• Detected: A failure whose occurrence is indicated by a message or a signal.
• Permanent: The presence of the failure is continuous in time.
• Transient: The presence of the failure is temporary.
• Intermittent: The failure is temporary but recurring in time.
• Complete: A failure that causes service outage of the system.
• Partial: A failure causing a degraded service within the functional specification.
• Byzantine: A failure causing an arbitrary deviation from the functional
specification.
• The following common terms map to these failure classes:
∗ Fail-stop: An undetected or detected failure that completely halts system
operation, which often causes an irretrievable loss of state.
∗ Fail-safe: A mode of system operation that mitigates the consequences of
a system failure.
While a fault is the cause of an error, its manifestation as a state change is
considered an error, and the transition to an incorrect service is observed as a
failure (see Fig. 1). A fault-error-failure chain is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
with faults, errors and failures represented by its vertices. In a system composed
of multiple components, errors may be transformed into other errors and propagate through the system generating further errors, which may eventually result
in a failure. A failure cascade occurs when the failure of a component A causes
an error and subsequently a failure in component B interfaced with A.
2.3

OpenMP Target Offload Error and Failure Scopes and Classes

In terms of hardware errors and failures, OpenMP offloading has a host device
and target device scope. In terms of software errors and failures, OpenMP thread
and target task scopes exist. The host device and OpenMP thread scopes are
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Fig. 1. Relationship between fault, error and failure

not considered in this work due to the complex shared memory aspects it involves. Only target device and target task errors and failures are considered. The
following error and failure classes are defined:
– {undetected, detected} {unmasked, masked} {hard, soft} target device error
– {undetected, detected} {unmasked, masked} {hard, soft} target task error
– {undetected, detected} {permanent, transient, intermittent} {complete, partial, Byzantine} target device failure
– {undetected, detected} {permanent, transient, intermittent} {complete, partial, Byzantine} target task failure
A total of 16 error classes for target devices and target tasks are defined based
on the general error classes. Undetected masked errors are rather irrelevant, as
the masking makes them undetectable by any error detector. Detected masked
errors are less relevant, as the masking already limits error propagation. A resilience strategy may still do something about a detected masked error though,
such as to avoid it in the future. Undetected errors may become detectable
through a resilience strategy. Undetected errors that do not become detectable
are problematic, as no resilience strategy is able to deal with them.
A total of 36 failure classes for target devices and target tasks are defined based
on the general error failure classes. Undetected failures may become detectable
through a resilience strategy. Undetected failures that do not become detectable
are problematic, as no resilience strategy is able to deal with them.

3

Observed Errors and Failures

This section provides an overview of the observed and inferred errors and failures
in the Titan supercomputer at ORNL that are relevant for OpenMP target
offload with GPGPUs. It maps these errors and failures the previously defined
OpenMP offloading error and failure classes.
3.1

GPGPU Errors and Failures in Titan

The Titan supercomputer deployed at ORNL in November 2012 as the fastest
in the world will be decommissioned in 2019, still being the 9th fastest. It is a
hybrid-architecture Cray XK7 with a theoretical peak performance of 27 PFlops
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and a LINPACK performance of 17.95 PFlops. Each of Titan’s 18,688 compute
nodes consists of an NVIDIA K20X Kepler GPGPU and a 16-core AMD Opteron
processor. A significant amount of work has been published about the observed
and inferred errors and failures in Titan [13,9,15,14,21]. The following Titan
GPGPU (target device/task) errors can be mapped to the previously defined
OpenMP offloading error classes (see Table 1 for a summary):
– Target device error correcting code (ECC) double-bit error: A detected unmasked soft error in target device memory. This error is detected and signaled
by the target device. It typically transitions to a target task abort.
– Target device SDC: An undetected unmasked soft error in target device memory
or logic. It is not signaled and can propagate to a target task SDC, a target
task abort, or a target task delay, including an indefinite delay (hang).
– Target task SDC: An undetected unmasked soft error in target task data. It is
not signaled and can transition to a target task abort or a target task delay,
including an indefinite delay. It may propagate to incorrect target task output.
These Titan GPGPU (target device/task) failures can be mapped to the previously defined OpenMP offloading failure classes (see Table 2 for a summary):
– Target device Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus width degrade: A
detected transient, intermittent or permanent partial failure of the PCI connection between the host device and the target device. It is typically caused by
a PCI hardware failure. This failure results in degraded transfer performance
for target task input and output data. It can cascade to a target task delay.
– Target device PCI bus disconnect: A detected permanent complete failure of
the PCI connection between the host device and the target device or a detected
permanent complete failure of the target device. It is typically caused by a PCI
hardware or GPGPU failure. This failure can cascade to a target task abort.
– Target device dynamic page retirement (DPR): A detected transient complete
failure of the target device memory. It is typically caused by the GPGPU when
preventing or repairing a detected permanent partial failure of the target device
memory. This failure can cascade to a target task abort.
– Target device SXM power off: A detected permanent complete failure of the
target device. It is typically caused by a voltage fault. This failure can cascade
to a target task abort.
– Target task abort: A detected permanent complete failure of a target task. It is
typically caused by a target task error or a target device error or failure.
– Target task delay: A detected permanent partial failure of a target task. It is
typically caused by target task SDC or a target device PCI width degrade.

4

Resilience for OpenMP Target Offload

Errors may propagate or transition to failures and failures may cascade in other
parts of the system, such as the host device and OpenMP threads, depending
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Table 1. Mapping of Titan GPGPU errors to the OpenMP offloading error classes
Error
Error Class
Target device ECC double-bit error Detected unmasked soft target device error
Target device SDC
Undetected unmasked soft target device error
Target task SDC
Undetected unmasked soft target task error
Table 2. Mapping of Titan GPGPU failures to the OpenMP offloading failure classes
Failure
Failure Class
Target device PCI width degrade Detected transient partial target device failure
Detected intermittent partial target device failure
Detected permanent partial target device failure
Target device PCI disconnect
Detected permanent complete target device failure
Target device DPR
Detected transient complete target device failure
Target device SXM power off
Detected permanent complete target device failure
Target task abort
Detected permanent complete target task failure
Target task delay
Detected permanent partial target task failure

on employed resilience strategies. Since OpenMP currently does not employ resilience strategies, a target task abort failure will cascade to an OpenMP thread
abort failure and a target task delay failure will cascade to an OpenMP thread
delay failure. Additionally, any complete target device failure will cascade to an
OpenMP thread abort failure. Target task SDC may propagate to a OpenMP
thread SDC, which then may transition to an OpenMP thread delay or abort failure or propagate to incorrect OpenMP thread output. This section discusses the
individual needs for changes in the OpenMP standard and implementations to
employ a reasonable set of resilience strategies for OpenMP offload to devices.
4.1

Error and Failure Detection and Notification

Errors and failures need to be detected and employed resilience strategies need
to be notified in order to be able to deal with them.
Errors and failures detected by the target device are reported to the OpenMP
runtime after attempted target task execution. Employed resilience strategies
may transparently handle them. However, some resilience strategies need application feedback to decide on the course of action, such as to asses if an error
or failure is acceptable. A reporting and feedback capability for device-detected
errors and failures is needed in OpenMP. This could be implemented using function callbacks and an OpenMP language feature for defining resilience policies
using the previously defined OpenMP offloading error and failure classes. Since
detailed error and failure information could be helpful to make decisions, such as
to assess the severity of a target device ECC double-bit error, OpenMP support
for target device error reporting to the application is needed.
Errors and failures may also be detected by the application, such as by checking the correctness of target task output. A notification capability for application-
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detected errors and failures is needed in OpenMP to enable the use of resilience
strategies by the application. This could be implemented using an OpenMP
language feature for raising error notifications to the OpenMP runtime.
4.2

Fail-Fast and Graceful Shutdown

The fail-fast resilience strategy is designed to detect and report errors and failures as soon as possible. It also stops normal operation if there is no other
resilience strategy in place to handle a specific error or failure. At the very least,
the default error and failure behavior of OpenMP in general should be defined as
fail-fast. This permits resilience strategies that are in place outside of OpenMP
to efficiently handle errors and failures. A primary example is application-level
checkpoint/restart, where any computation an application continues after an
unrecoverable error or failure is wasted time.
For OpenMP target offload, fail-fast means that the host device detects and
reports errors and failures as soon as possible. It also means that the OpenMP
runtime aborts target tasks impacted by the error or failure as soon as possible.
For performance failures, such as the target device PCI width degrade that can
cascade to a target task delay, this means aborting a target task. The resilience
strategy of graceful degradation, which would risk/accept a target task delay
is described in the following subsection. The fail-fast strategy can also be employed in conjunction with application-level error or failure detection, such as
through an application-level correctness check of the target task output and a
corresponding abort upon error detection.
Graceful shutdown avoids error propagation and failure cascades beyond the
component that is being shutdown. An uncontrolled stop of normal operation,
such as a crash, can result in errors or failures in other system components. Operating system (OS) features usually prevent such effects by triggering cleanup
procedures, such as after a crash. However, the OS may not have control over
everything an OpenMP application is involved in, such as when an OS bypass
is employed for networking/storage or a workflow software framework is used.
Another example is the clean execution of an Message Passing Interface (MPI)
abort after an OpenMP abort due to a target task failure. Error handlers can
perform application-level cleanup during a graceful shutdown, but they would
need to be triggered by the OpenMP runtime upon a fail-fast abort.
4.3

Graceful Degradation

Graceful degradation continues operation after an error or failure at the cost of
performance or correctness that is deemed acceptable. In case of a performance
failure, such as the target device PCI width degrade that can cascade to a target
task delay, this means not aborting a target task and accepting the possible
performance degradation, but reporting the failure to the application/user.
In case of a resource outage, such as the target device PCI disconnect that
can cascade to a target task abort, this means continuing operation with less
resources while employing a resilience strategy for aborted tasks. For example,
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an aborted task may be re-executed on a different target device using a rollback
recovery strategy (described in the following subsection) while the failed target
device is removed from OpenMP’s pool of target devices. This requires OpenMP
support for shrinking the number of target devices after a failure.
In case of a detected error, graceful degradation means to continue operation
despite the error and to accept a possible error propagation. The application
may need to make a decision if an error is acceptable.
4.4

Rollback Recovery

The rollback recovery resilience strategy transparently re-executes an erroneous
or failed target task using the original target task input. The re-execution may be
performed on the same target device, assuming that it is available and has not
been removed from OpenMP’s pool of target devices due to graceful degradation.
If it has been removed, the re-execution is performed on a different target device.
Successive target task errors or failures may result in corresponding successive
re-executions. The number of successive rollbacks should be restricted to avoid
endless rollbacks. On systems where the target task input is not copied to the
target device but used in-place, the input may be backed up before offloading to
assure its integrity, i.e., to protect it from being corrupted.
An OpenMP language extension is needed to specify the rollback recovery
resilience strategy and its parameters, such as the maximum number of rollbacks,
for each target task. The OpenMP runtime relies on target device error and failure
detection and on application error detection notification to initiate rollbacks.
4.5

Redundancy

Redundancy in space executes target tasks at the same time on different target
devices, while redundancy in time executes them sequentially on the same target
device. A mix between both executes them on multiple target devices, where at
least one target device is being reused. Common levels of redundancy are two
and three, where two redundant target tasks detect a target task error and detect
and mask a target task failure. Three redundant target tasks detect and mask
a target task error and two target task failures. Error detection uses target task
output comparison, while error masking uses the output of the majority. Failure
detection and masking uses the output of the fastest surviving target task.
An OpenMP language extension is needed to specify the redundancy resilience
strategy and its parameters, such as redundancy level (2 or 3) and resource usage
(space, time or both). The OpenMP runtime relies on target device error and
failure detection and on application error detection notification. It also relies on
target task output comparison (e.g., bit-wise comparison or error bounds).

5

Preliminary Prototype

We detail in this section some aspects of the design and implementation of
our solution for OpenMP target offload resilience. Both are driven by software
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engineering concerns, best-practices in extreme scale computing and available
standards and libraries.
5.1

Design Details

Because our work is in the context of complex software components (a compiler),
a standard (OpenMP) and a set of new concepts (QoS), one of our main challenges from a design and software engineering point-of-view is the separation of
concerns. It is for example beneficial to have a clear separate implementation of
the QoS and OpenMP support, and enable a fine-grain interaction of the resulting libraries. By doing so, it becomes easier to define, implement, modify and
maintain each component, as well as explicitly and precisely define how these
components interact. We believe this is especially critical when using complex
production-level software such as a main-stream compiler (Low Level Virtual
Machine (LLVM)). Another level of complexity comes from the asynchronous
aspect of the problem we are trying to solve: the QoS runtime needs to asynchronously interact with the OpenMP runtime to enable system monitoring,
fault detection and potentially recovery.
Our design centers on a novel concept for QoS and corresponding OpenMP
language and runtime extensions. The QoS language extensions allow application
developers to specify their resilience strategy without focusing on the implementation details. The QoS runtime extensions create a corresponding contract that
maps application resilience requirements to the underlying hardware and software capabilities.
A QoS contract is defined as a set of QoS parameters that reflect the users’
resilience requirements by identifying the requested resilience strategies. We propose a QoS language that provides all the required semantics to manipulate QoS
parameters which can be applied to both application’s data and tasks. These parameters are handled via generic “get/set” interfaces, and can be expressed as:
(1) key/value pairs; (2) bounded values; and (3) ranges of values. The interface
uses the block concept, similarly to OpenMP, to define the scope in which parameters are valid and the QoS contract with the runtime system. To simplify
the definition of new QoS contracts, predefined QoS classes offer coherent sets of
parameter that achieve popular resilience strategies. By using these classes, users
only need to specify a few, if any, parameters, and let the system manage QoS
policies that are already available. The following example uses QoS key/value
pairs for specifying triple redundancy for a target task:
#pragma omp qoskv resilience (TASK_REDUNDANCY, BOOL, TRUE)
#pragma omp qoskv resilience (TASK_REDUNDANCY_FACTOR, INT, 3)
{
#pragma omp target ...
...
}

An implementation of OpenMP is extended to offer an event-based QoSaware runtime for resilience with a QoS Scheduler and QoS Negotiation Schemes
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at its core (see Fig. 2). The QoS Negotiation Schemes drive the method to enforce
the QoS requirements, specifying the type of contract that the application and
the system establish. Two types of schemes are proposed: (1) best effort, for
which the system will match the requirements without strong guarantees, i.e.,
breaches of QoS contracts are possible, reported, but do not stop the execution of
the application; (2) guaranteed, for which the system will match the requirements
with strong guarantees, i.e., the application will stop in the event of a breach.

QoS Parameters
• Key/value pairs, bounded values, & ranges of values
• QoS classes
QoS Negotiation Schemes
• Guaranteed
• Best effort
QoS Scheduler
• QoS contracts
• Resource management & monitoring
• Resilience responses & breach of contract notifications

Fig. 2. Core components of a QoS-aware parallel programming model runtime

The QoS Scheduler instantiates QoS parameters and resilience strategies,
deploying a QoS contract that relies on system services (e.g., for monitoring
of task offloading and error/failure detection), as well as resource allocators
(e.g., for deploying a task on a specific GPGPU). The QoS scheduler ensures
that everything complies with the QoS contract. If a discrepancy is observed, a
breach of contract will be raised (software exception). This generates an event
that activates the configured responses, such as resilience actions. Application
developers are able to specify a function (handler) that would be automatically
called by the QoS scheduler upon a breach of a QoS contract. This enables a
programmatic way to handle breaches of QoS contracts when custom actions
are required, without imposing complex modifications of the application’s code.
Fig. 3 presents an overview of the core components that are involved for the
specification, implementation and control of QoS contract.
Our design requires coordination between the QoS and OpenMP runtimes.
Such an inter-runtime coordination requires the following capabilities: (i) notifications, e.g., in order to guarantee progress, a runtime should be able to
raise an event to generically notify another runtime/library for coordination
purposes (e.g., resource management); and (ii) a key/value store shared by runtimes/libraries, for example to store and load QoS parameters. Fortunately, the
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PMIx [4] standard supports these features and existing libraries can easily be
extended to be PMIx compliant by using the PMIx reference implementation.

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of the QoS solution

5.2

Implementation details

As previously stated, our QoS library, ORQOS, developed to provide the QoS
runtime capabilities, is based on PMIx. We also extended the OpenMP runtime
to be PMIx-compliant, which ultimately enables inter-library communication
and coordination. Practically, our prototype is therefore composed of our QoS
library, ORQOS, and an extension of OpenMP based on the LLVM 7.0.0 release.
Specifically, the QoS directives and clauses for OpenMP were added to clang
and LLVM. As a result, the QoS library is fairly easy to maintain because of its
limited size and can potentially be reused in a different context. For example,
we are considering reusing it with other programming languages, such as MPI.
Similarly, the LLVM extensions remain fairly limited and easy to maintain.
Fig. 4 shows the workflow for compiling OpenMP code with QoS extensions.
When the OpenMP code is compiled, it is transformed into an intermediate
code with the QoS directives converted into calls to ORQOS. These calls perform two tasks: (i) initialize PMIx to permit data exchange between libraries
through its key/value store; and (ii) store QoS key/value pairs to make them
accessible to other runtimes. After generating the intermediate code, LLVM creates the binary with all the required library dependencies, including PMIx and
ORQOS. At runtime, a PMIx server that is hosting the key/value store is implicitly created when the ORQOS and OpenMP runtimes connect to it. This
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enables inter-runtime coordination through PMIx key/value pairs and PMIx
events. Monitoring and enforcement of QoS contracts is implemented only in
the ORQOS runtime, limiting the need for further modifying other components.

Run-time

OpenMP code

Compile-time

#pragma omp qoskv (…)
{
…
}

PMIx Server/Runtime

Intermediate code (clang + LLVM)
PMIx_Init(…)
PMIx_Put(…)
...

OpenMP
library/runtime

ORQOS
library/runtime

PMIx_Init(…)
PMIx_Get(…)
PMIx_Notify(...)

PMIx_Init(…)
PMIx_Get(…)
PMIx_Notify(...)

Generated code
Generate binary (LLVM)
PMIx_Init(…)
PMIx_Put(…)
...

ELF Binary

Fig. 4. Compile-time workflow and run-time interactions of the prototype using LLVM.

6

Related Work

The current state of practice for HPC resilience is global application-level checkpoint/restart. It is a single-layer approach that burdens the user with employing
a strategy at extreme coarse granularity, i.e., the job level. Part of the current
state of practice for HPC resilience are also hardware solutions at extreme fine
granularity, such as ECC for memories, redundant power supplies, and management systems for monitoring and control.
The current state of research is more advanced and includes fault-tolerant
MPI, fault-aware MPI, redundant MPI, proactive fault tolerance, containment
domains, and resilient algorithms. MPI solutions provide resilience at process
granularity. Fault-tolerant MPI [3] and fault-aware MPI [10] require global reconfiguration and either local or global recovery. Redundant MPI [8] has significant overheads. Containment domains [5], or sometimes referred to as recovery
blocks, use finer-grain checkpoint/restart strategies, such as at the sequential
execution block level (e.g., task) or the parallel execution block level (e.g., parallel loop, iteration or application phase). There is also fine-grain transactionbased application-level checkpoint/restart with the FTI [2] essentially implements containment domains at the parallel execution block level. Resilient algorithms [7,6,18,1] utilize data redundancy, computational redundancy, or self
stabilization. Individual solutions tend to be algorithm specific.
Resilience Oriented Language Extensions (Rolex) [12] offers C/C++ data
type qualifiers for resilience and C/C++ pragma directives for fault tolerant ex-
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ecution blocks. While developed independently from OpenMP, Rolex does offer
OpenMP-like resilient programming. It does not offer support for heterogeneous
systems. Rolex is also not transparent, as it requires the application programmer to specify resilience strategies in detail. Another OpenMP pragma-based
resilience scheme explored in DIvergent NOde cloning (DINO) [17] focuses on
data protection by immediately performing correctness check after the last use
of a variable based on a vulnerability factor metric. This scheme is limited to
soft errors in memory.
There is only preliminary work in resilience for heterogeneous systems. VOCLFT [16] offers checkpoint/restart for computation offloaded to GPGPUs using
OpenCL. VOCL-FT transparently intercepts the communication between the
originating process and the local or remote GPGPU to automatically recover
from ECC errors experienced on the GPGPU during computation.

7

Conclusion

This paper is motivated by experiences with GPGPU errors and failures from the
largest heterogeneous HPC system in the world. It offers concepts for resilience
using target offload as a first step toward resilience in OpenMP. It describes
the underlying concepts and terminology and the observed errors and failures.
It derives error and failure classes for OpenMP target offload from the observations using the underlying concepts and terminology. This paper proposes a
number of improvements to enable OpenMP target offload resilience, including
a preliminary prototype design and some implementation aspects using a novel
concept for QoS.
Future work includes improving the prototype to demonstrate the proposed
improvements on a large-scale heterogeneous HPC system with a scientific application. Its evaluation will use appropriate metrics, such as, ease of use, performance, and resilience. The ease of use evaluation identifies how much effort
in terms of additional lines of code and implementation time is required to
use the QoS capabilities. The performance evaluation compares an unmodified
OpenMP with the developed prototype under error- and failure-free conditions.
The resilience evaluation performs error and failure injection experiments and
measures the time to correct solution under various error and failure conditions
with different QoS contracts. Additional future work will focus on the OpenMP
language extensions for QoS, specifically on clearly defining QoS parameters and
classes. Other future work could also focus on the reuse of our QoS library in
the context of other HPC programming languages. For instance, it would be interesting to investigate whether the concept of QoS could be used in the context
of MPI to specify resilience, performance and energy consumption requirements
in a portable manner. In this context, users could use QoS contracts to specify
requirements at both the application and job level but let the runtime find the
best compromise to satisfy all or most of the expressed requirements. If possible
this would enable a new set of capabilities without drastically increase the size
and complexity of standards such as OpenMP and MPI.

Concepts for OpenMP Target Offload Resilience
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